
Naming Symmetri Proesses Using Shared Variables�Omer E�geio�glu and Ambuj K. Singh �Department of Computer SieneUniversity of California at Santa BarbaraSanta Barbara, CA 93106AbstratImplementations of inter-proess ommuniation and synhronization in distributed systemsusually rely on the existene of unique ids for the proesses. We onsider the problem of generatingsuh ids for idential proesses in a shared-variable system. A randomized protool that assignsdistint ids to the proesses within an expeted polynomial number of rounds using a polynomialnumber of boolean atomi variables is presented.Keywords: Parallel algorithm, randomized protool, synhronization.1 IntrodutionBreaking the symmetry of a set of proesses is a fundamental problem in distributed systems. It isthe ornerstone of inter-proess ommuniation and synhronization as tehniques for ahieving theseusually rely upon the fat that the proesses are not symmetri [15, 21℄. Symmetry may be broken ina number of ways: by assigning distint ids to the proesses, by assigning di�erent programs to theproesses, by instituting an asymmetri ommuniation network, or by assuming distint initial statesfor the proesses [11℄. In this paper, we assume indistinguishable programs, idential initial statesfor the proesses, and onsider the task of introduing asymmetry through the generation of distintproess ids.The omplexity of any solution to the problem of breaking symmetry depends on the parametersof the underlying system model: synhronous versus asynhronous, deterministi versus randomized,or �ne-grain versus oarse-grain atomiity. Symmetry an be broken easily if we assume oarse-grainatomiity provided by primitives suh as test-and-set or read-and-inrement . This is beause suhprimitives an be used to serialize aess to a variable, and onsequently unique ids an be generatedbased on the order in whih the proesses aess the variable. For example, if a proess an readand modify a shared-variable in a single step, then symmetry an be broken trivially through a singleshared-variable: every proess reads and inrements this shared-variable and uses the value read asits id. Upon termination, every proess has a distint id irrespetive of the initial ontents of theshared-variable. In this paper we fous on the ase of �ne-grain atomiity, i.e., we assume that in asingle atomi step a proess an only read or write at most one shared-variable.If the model is synhronous and deterministi (in the sense that randomization is not allowed), thenit is fairly straightforward to see that symmetry annot be broken: a set of indistinguishable proesses�Work supported in part by NSF grants CCR-9008628 and CCR-9223094.1



exeuting idential programs an only read and write the same values in the shared and loal memoryin eah time step, sine all proesses neessarily exeute idential operations. Therefore, the proessesremain indistinguishable from one another. This observation implies that the problem does not admita deterministi solution in an asynhronous model either. This is beause of the possibility of lok-stepexeutions (i.e., exeutions in whih a proess takes its (k + 1)-st step only after all the remainingproesses have ompleted their k-th step). The net outome of suh lok-step exeutions is idential tothe synhronous ase and therefore for the same reasons outlined earlier, symmetry annot be broken.It follows from the above disussion that randomization must be used to solve the problem ineither a synhronous or an asynhronous model. To introdue randomization, we assume a primitiveRandom(1 � � �m) that returns a random integer in the range 1 to m. In the synhronous model, theproblem of assigning distint ids from the set f1; 2; : : : ; Ng to N given indistinguishable proesses anbe solved by the algorithm in Figure 1. In addition to a few private variables, the proesses use ashared variable X, whih is an array of m � N bits. In an iteration of the repeat loop of proedureToss, eah proess resets its old hoie X[l℄, hooses a new random index value l and sets X[l℄ := 1.Then it ounts the number of ones in the array X and exits the loop upon �nding this ount equal toK.Program Main:var shared X : array [1 ��m℄ of 0j1;var private id; i; l; ount : integer;suess : boolean;initially id = ?; =� id is unde�ned �=l = 1;Proedure Toss(K):begin 1: for i := 1 to m do X[i℄ := 0 od;2: repeat3: X[l℄ := 0;4: l := Random(1 � � �m);5: X[l℄ := 1;6: ount := 0;7: for i := 1 to m do ount := ount+X[i℄ od;8: suess := (ount = K)9: until suess;10: id := l =� assign id �=end Toss;begin = � Main � =Toss(N)end Figure 1: Randomized Symmetry Breaking in a Synhronous ModelNote that the randomized algorithm in Figure 1 terminates when eah of the N proesses has2



hosen and set a distint bit of the array X. Consequently the proesses will have distint ids upontermination. Sine the probability of all proesses making distint random hoies is non-zero duringeah iteration of the repeat loop, proesses will eventually �nd suess to be true and terminate. Theexpeted termination time of the algorithm an be shown to be exponential for m = N and O(N2)for m = N2.In light of the above observations, the main body of our paper investigates the only remaining aseof the problem of symmetry breaking: that of randomized solutions in an asynhronous model using�ne-grain atomiity.The organization of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2, we present the relevant bakgroundand previous work on symmetry breaking and related problems in distributed systems. In Setion3, we present de�nitions and a formal statement of the problem. Setion 4 ontains the desriptionof the main algorithm whih is onstruted in a general setting. As we develop various proeduresused in the algorithm, we reord the the requirements they need to satisfy. The implementationof symmetry breaking under varying assumptions on the atomiity of shared variables (ompositeregisters, unbounded atomi variables, and bounded atomi variables) is then given in Setion 5. Ineah of these implementations the orretness follows by verifying that the requirements set forth inSetion 4 are met. In Setion 6 we analyze the time and spae omplexity of our algorithms. Finally,in Setion 7 some onluding remarks are presented. Detailed proofs of propositions that are used inthe body of the paper an be found in the appendix.2 Previous WorkA substantial amount of researh has been devoted to anonymous message-passing networks wherethe identity of the proesses is not known and inter-proess ommuniation is by message passing.Angluin addressed the question of how muh eah proess must know in order to arry out usefulfuntions suh as setting up a spanning tree or eleting a leader [5℄. She showed that for a ertainlass of graphs suh as a ring of four proesses, symmetry annot be broken deterministially. Thiswork was later extended by Yamashita and Kameda [31℄. They onsider the leader eletion problem(among other problems) and haraterize networks based on the attributes that need to be knownto eah node in order to elet a leader. The kinds of network attributes that they onsider inludean upper bound on the number of proesses, the exat number of proesses, and the exat networktopology.Given the above impossibility results, Itai and Rodeh onsidered randomization tehniques forsolving problems over anonymous networks [18℄. They showed that in the ase of a ring topology,a leader eletion algorithm that always terminates an be onstruted if and only if the number ofproesses in the ring is known within a fator of two. Subsequently, a number of authors inludingSheiber and Snir [29℄ and Matias and Afek [26℄ have presented randomized algorithms for leadereletion on arbitrary networks.Symmetry breaking and related problems have also been studied on shared-variable systems.Lehmann and Rabin [23℄ have shown that the Dining Philosophers Problem [16℄ annot be solvedby deterministi protools for proesses that are symmetri. Burns examined symmetry in the ontextof the Mutual Exlusion Problem [15℄ and de�ned the notions of strong and weak symmetry [10℄. Healso showed that there do not exist any strongly symmetri solutions to the problem. Johnson andShneider [19℄ proposed the idea of similarity in distributed systems and investigated solutions toproblems suh as leader eletion for di�erent kinds of atomi primitives. A number of other authorshave onsidered the Consensus Problem [3, 13, 17℄ and shown onsensus to be deterministially im-3



possible if only atomi variables are used. Abrahamson presented a randomized protool for ahievingonsensus with atomi variables [1℄. The expeted number of steps of this algorithm is exponentialin the number of proesses. Subsequently, Aspnes and Herlihy improved upon this result and pre-sented an algorithm with a polynomial expeted running time [6℄ if the ounters used are allowed tobe unbounded. Reently, Attiya, Dolev, and Shavit improved Aspnes and Herlihy's algorithm so thatthe ounters remain bounded in size [8℄. Another problem that has been studied in this area is theChoie Coordination Problem [28℄. This problem onsists of a set of proesses and a set of alterna-tives, and the aim is for the proesses to agree on one of the alternatives. Rabin [28℄ and Bar-Noy,Ben-Or, and Dolev [9℄ have presented deterministi as well as randomized solutions to the problemusing test-and-set instrutions.Our work is motivated in large part by a paper by Lipton and Park [25℄ in whih the shared-variablemodel that we assume here is laid out, as well as papers by Teng [30℄ and Lim and Park [24℄. Liptonand Park present an elegant randomized algorithm that ensures that if the algorithm terminates thenthe proesses have distint ids. The authors also onsider optimal organization of shared variables inorder to inrease the probability of termination. Optimal organization of shared variables is furtherinvestigated by Teng, and by Lim and Park. We extend the previous work by presenting algorithmsthat ensure both safety (i.e. if the algorithm terminates, then the proesses have distint ids), andprogress (i.e. the algorithm terminates within an expeted �nite number of rounds) onditions. Our�nal algorithm uses shared bits. Reently, Kutten, Ostrovsky, and Patt-Shamir [20℄ have independentlyproposed an eÆient solution using larger shared variables.3 Preliminaries and Problem StatementIn this setion we �rst outline a simple model for disussing and reasoning about onurrent programs,and later present a formal statement of the symmetry breaking problem.Our formal system model is that of a fair transition system [12, 27℄. A onurrent program onsistsof a set of proesses, a set of variables, an initial state, and a fairness rule. A proess is spei�ed by themeans of a program text and onsists of a set of ations. Eah variable in a program is lassi�ed aseither private or shared . A variable is private if it an be aessed by at most one proess; otherwiseit is shared. The program ounter of a proess is a private variable. We do not assume any speialinitial values for the shared variables. Eah ation of a proess obeys �ne-grain atomiity, i.e., eahation either reads a shared variable, writes a shared variable, obtains a random value, or performssome loal omputation. We assume programs exeuted by the proesses to be indistinguishable, inpartiular there is no referene to a proess's identity in the text.A state is an assignment of values to the variables (both shared and private) of the program. Itde�nes whih ations of the program an possibly be exeuted next. We refer to suh exeutableations as being enabled at that state. A proess is said to be enabled at a state provided one ofits ations is enabled at the state. For simpliity, we assume that at most one ation per proess isenabled at a state. If the exeution of an ation A in a state s leads to a state t, then we express thisby s A!t. We use an interleaving semantis and denote a history as a sequene s0 A0!s1 A1!� � �, wheres0 is the initial state.More than one proess may be enabled at a state of a given history. The seletion of the proessthat takes the next step is determined a priori and is oblivious to the atual exeution or the valuesof the shared variables. This is essentially the assumption of an oblivious adversary . This assumptionis neessary as symmetry annot be broken if the adversary is allowed to be adaptive [20℄. On aountof this, repeated random hoies in a history an be assumed to be independent of eah other. In4



order to ensure progress, we also assume that a history is fair , i.e., ontinuously enabled ations areeventually exeuted.We reason about the orretness of our programs with the help of two operators: unless and 7!(pronouned leads-to) [12℄. For any two prediates p and q, we say that the property p unless qholds in a program if and only if for all histories, if prediate p^:q holds at any state then the nextstate satis�es p_ q . Similarly, we say that the property p 7! q holds in a program if and only if forall histories, if prediate p holds at any state then prediate q holds at the same or at a subsequentstate.Based on the unless operator, it is possible to de�ne two additional program properties: stableand invariant. We say that the property stable p holds in a program if and only if p unless falseholds, i.e., one prediate p holds at a state in a history, it ontinues to hold at all subsequent states.We say that the property invariant p holds in a program if and only if prediate p holds at theinitial state and stable p holds. In other words, prediate p holds at all the reahable states of theprogram.The time omplexity of a synhronous system is usually measured by ounting the number of stepstaken by a single proess. This measure does not apply to an asynhronous system as proesses maybe exeuting at di�erent speeds. However, if we de�ne a round to be a minimal interval over whihevery proess whih has not yet terminated exeutes at least one step, then ounting the number ofrounds provides one way of measuring the time omplexity of asynhronous systems. This measureis alled round omplexity of an asynhronous omputation. The reader is referred to [14℄ for furtherdetails.The formal spei�ation of the symmetry breaking problem for the ase of N proesses is as follows.Every proess has a speial private variable alled id that is unde�ned initially (a speial symbol ?denotes an unde�ned value) and is assigned at most one by the proess. A solution is orret if andonly if the following two requirements are met in all histories:� Safety: For all proesses p,a. idp 2 f1; 2; : : : ; N;?g,b. idp 6= ? ) proess p is not enabled, and. for any q 6= p, (idp 6=? ^ idq 6=?) ) idp 6= idq,� Progress: For all proesses p, idp 6=? within an expeted �nite number of rounds.The �rst part of the safety requirement de�nes the range of values that variable id an assume. Theseond part states that the proess terminates one it has omputed an id. The last part of the safetyrequirement states that one assigned, the ids of proesses are distint. The progress requirementstates that every proess obtains an id within an expeted �nite number of rounds. The following twotheorems establish neessary onditions for the existene of a solution to the problem.Theorem 1 Symmetry annot be broken if the exat number of partiipating proesses is not known.Proof Assume that a given solution that does not mention N works orretly when N = k andalso when N = l with k < l. Consider the ase when the number of partiipating proesses equals k.Let P be the set of partiipating proesses and let p 2 P . Sine the expeted number of rounds forthe assignment of id to eah proess is �nite, there exists a history h whih assigns distint ids to theproesses in P within a �nite number of rounds. Consider proesses qi; 1 � i � l � k; that are not inP . Construt a history h0 of proesses in P [ fqi j 1 � i � l� kg obtained from history h as follows:5



whenever proess p exeutes an ation in h, we insert steps by proesses qi; 1 � i � l � k; in whihthey exeute the same ation as proess p. Thus, proesses p and qi; 1 � i � l � k; exeute the samesequene of ations, reading and writing the same shared and private variables with the same values.(In partiular, these proesses also hoose the same random numbers.) History h0 as onstruted aboveis a legal history. Therefore, history h0, now of l proesses, also assigns unique ids to all the proesses.However, sine proesses p and qi; 1 � i � l � k; have exeuted idential ations, they also have thesame id upon termination. This violates the safety ondition. 2As a onsequene of the above impossibility result, we assume that the number N of partiipatingproesses is known to all the proesses. The next theorem develops another neessary ondition forbreaking symmetry.Theorem 2 The omputation of unique ids requires ooperation among all proesses.Proof We show that in any history h, all the proesses neessarily write a shared variable that isread by some proess before the omputation of the �rst unique id. The proof of this laim is byontradition. Suppose that there exists a history h in whih proess p omputes a unique id aftersome pre�x h1 of h and assume that proess q does not write any shared variable that is read bysome proess in h1. Construt a pre�x h01 from h1 as follows. First, delete all the ations of proess qfrom h1. Then, whenever proess p exeutes an ation in h1, we insert a step by proess q in whih itexeutes the same ation as proess p. History h0 is obtained by extending the pre�x h01 onstrutedabove as needed by inserting steps of other proesses. Sine proess q does not write any sharedvariable that is read by a proess in h1, proess p performs the same sequene of ations in h1 and h01.By onstrution, proesses p and q exeute the same sequene of ations in h01. Therefore, they obtainthe same id in pre�x h01 and in history h0. This violates the safety ondition. 2As a onsequene of the above theorem, symmetry annot be broken by wait-free proesses [4, 17℄.4 The AlgorithmIn order to motivate an asynhronous solution to the problem, we �rst rewrite the synhronous al-gorithm of Figure 1 in the form shown in Figure 2. Subroutine Initialize in proedure Toss isimplemented by setting all bits of array X to zeros as in line 1 of Figure 1; subroutine Choose isimplemented by resetting the old hoie and making a fresh hoie on X as in lines 3-5 of Figure 1;subroutine San is implemented by ounting the number of bits set as in lines 6-8 of Figure 1.Let us de�ne a san operation to be suessful if it �nds suess to be true, and to be useful if itis not interfered with by a hoose or an initialize operation. The proof of progress in the synhronousase is based on the following two properties. First, every san operation is useful on aount of thesynhrony, and seond, the probability that a useful san operation is suessful is non-zero. Howeversine Choose; San; and Initialize operations are not atomi, usefulness of san operations annot beguaranteed if the proesses exeute asynhronously. In order to ahieve progress in an asynhronoussetting, instead of requiring that every san operation is useful, we require only that the number ofuseful san operations inrease in any history. The synhronous algorithm of Figure 2 is extendedas follows: Toss(K) now uses K opies of array X enoded as rows of an array AK . Instead of asingle hoose operation on array X, a total of K hoose operations are performed, one on eah row ofthe array. Similarly, instead of one, K san operations are performed in eah iteration of the repeatloop. By exeuting the hoose operations on the rows of AK in the order AK [1℄; AK [2℄; : : : ; AK [K℄and subsequently exeuting the san operations in the reverse order AK [K℄; AK [K� 1℄; : : : ; AK [1℄, wean show that every iteration of the repeat loop generates a useful san.6



Program Main:var shared X;var private i; l; ount : integer;suess : boolean;initially id = ? ^ l = 1;Proedure Toss(K):begin Initialize(X);repeatChoose(X; l);San(X; suess)until suessend Toss;begin = �Main � =Toss(N);id := lend Main Figure 2: Rewritten Synhronous AlgorithmSine proesses may now exit asynhronously from Toss(K) upon exeuting a suessful san, weassume a proedure Detet that estimates the number of proesses exeuting Toss(K). A proesskeeps on exeuting Toss(K) until it performs a suessful san or the number of proesses is detetedto be less than K. In the latter ase, the proesses repeat the same proedure on a di�erent array ofshared variables. The resulting algorithm is shown in Figure 3.In plae of the private variable l of the synhronous ase, eah proess now has a private arrayrand to reord its last hoies on the rows of array AK . We assume that proedure Initialize(K; i)initializes the ith row of array AK . Proedure Choose(K; i; rand[i℄) �rst resets the previous hoiemade by a proess on row AK [i℄. Then it makes a fresh hoie on the row and reords the fresh hoiein rand[i℄. Proedure San(K; i; suess) sans row AK [i℄ for K distint hoies by the proesses andsets suess to true if and only if K distint hoies are observed. Proedure Detet(ount) returns inount an upper bound on the total number of proesses that are exeuting Toss with any argument.As in the synhronous ase, proesses begin exeution of Figure 3 by invoking proedure Tosswith argument urrent := N . Some proess then eventually exeutes a suessful san and exits. Theidentity of the row on whih the proess sueeded is reorded in private variable row. On aountof asynhrony, the remaining proesses may not be able to exeute a suessful san at the same timestep. These proesses eventually detet that ount < N , and invoke Toss with argument N � 1. Thesame sequene of steps with parameter urrent := N � 1 is repeated on array AN�1 to break thesymmetry among the remaining proesses. It is also possible for m > 1 proesses to be suessfulon array AN . In that ase, the remaining proesses asade down arrays AN�1; AN�2; : : :, until theyarrive at the orretly indexed array AN�m. Now we have N �m proesses exeuting Toss(N �m)on array AN�m. This again leads to a suessful san. The proess of onvergene to the orretlyindexed A array and ompletion of a suessful san ontinues until all the proesses have exeuteda suessful san. A high level desription of the possible state transitions of a proess p exeutingMain is given in Figure 4. (For any private variable x, we use xp to denote the variable spei� to7



Program Main:var shared AK : array [1 ��K℄ of rowtype; 1 � K � N ;var private id; i; row; ount; urrent : integer;suess : boolean;rand : array [1 ��N ℄ of integer;initially ount = N ^ id = ? ^ (8i :: rand[i℄ = 1);Proedure Toss(K):beginfor i := 1 to K do Initialize(K; i) od;repeatfor i := 1 to K do Choose(K; i; rand[i℄) od;row := K + 1;repeatrow := row � 1San(K; row; suess);until row = 0 _ suess;Detet(ount)until suess _ ount < Kend Toss;begin = � Main � =urrent := N + 1 ;repeaturrent := urrent� 1;Toss(urrent);until suess� � �;� � �;end MainFigure 3: Randomized Symmetry Breaking in an Asynhronous Model
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proess p.) A proess exiting upon exeuting a suessful san waits until all the proesses exit andthen the proesses ooperate to assign unique ids from the set f1; 2; : : : ; Ng.
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Figure 4: State Transitions for a proess p.In order for the general algorithm in Figure 3 to be orret, an obvious property that the fourproedures Initialize, Choose, San, and Detet should satisfy is that they should terminate. Next,we onsider additional requirements on these four proedures. Implementations satisfying the requiredproperties under varying degrees of atomiity will be detailed later.When K proesses are exeuting Toss(K) on array AK , one of them should eventually exeutea suessful san operation. We disuss this requirement in Setion 4.1. In Setion 4.2 we onsiderthe issue of ensuring that all unsuessful proesses onverge to the appropriately indexed A array,and repeat the symmetry breaking proedure there. This is followed by the method of distinguishingamong suessful proesses, whih is presented in Setion 4.3. Setion 4.4 outlines an implementationof proedure Detet, and �nally Setion 4.5 addresses the remaining problem of generation of distintids for the proesses.4.1 Ensuring Suess for One ProessHere, we disuss the requirement that when K proesses are exeuting Toss(K) on array AK , someproess eventually exeutes a suessful san. First we introdue some terminology.4.1.1 Notation and De�nitionsLet ative(K) denote the set of proesses that have started their exeution of Toss(K) and letdone(K) denote the set of proesses that have ompleted the exeution of Toss(K). For any state9



s, let suessful(K) denote the set of proesses in done(K) that have performed a suessful san onarray AK prior to state s. De�neSUCCESSFUL = N[K=1 suessful(K) :A proess p is alled suessful if p 2 SUCCESSFUL. Note that by de�nitionsuessful(K) � done(K) � ative(K) ;and that membership in all three sets is stable.Let hoosing(p;K; i) hold at a state s if and only if proess p is exeuting a hoose operation onrow AK [i℄ at state s. For any san operation S on row AK [i℄, let hoosing-set(S) denote the set ofproesses q for whih the prediate hoosing(q;K; i) holds at some state during the exeution of S. Letomp-initp(K) hold if K proesses are in ative(K) and proess p has ompleted at least one hooseoperation on eah row of array AK . Let the prediate omp-init(K) hold if ative(K) is not empty andomp-initp(K) holds for all proesses in ative(K). In other words, omp-init(K) holds if and onlyif ative(K) ontains K proesses and all these proesses have exeuted a hoose operation on eahrow of array AK . We will show later that ative(K) an ontain at most K proesses. Consequently,prediates omp-initp(K) and omp-init(K) are stable.A san operation S on a row of array AK is formally de�ned to be useful if omp-init(K) holdsimmediately prior to S, and if hoosing-set(S) is empty. The �rst onjunt in this de�nition impliesthat all K proesses in ative(K) have ompleted their initializations and hosen a value on eah rowof array AK . The seond onjunt implies that no hoose operations by any proess in ative(K)interleave with the exeution of the san. We de�ne the prediate useful-san(S) to be true if S isuseful. As stated earlier, a san operation S on a row of array AK is de�ned to be suessful if it setssuess to true. We denote this by saying that the prediate su-san(S) holds.4.1.2 Spei�ation of DetetIn order to ensure that ative(K) ontains at most K proesses, proedure Detet should estimatethe quantity N � jSUCCESSFULj by providing an upper bound on the number of proesses that maybe exeuting Toss(K) for any K. This is stated as requirement (DET1):Requirement (DET1):N � jSUCCESSFULj � ountp, for all p.Condition (DET1) is purely a safety requirement whih guarantees that Detet never sets the vari-able ount of a proess to a value smaller than N �jSUCCESSFULj. Note that sine jSUCCESSFULjis non-dereasing, the quantity N �jSUCCESSFULj is non-inreasing. We will add a progress ompo-nent (DET2) to the spei�ation of Detet later. Based on property (DET1), it is possible to provethe following two propositions (see Appendix):Proposition 1 jative(K)j � K.Proposition 2 (jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) ) (9S :: su-san(S)) , where S rangesover san operations on rows of AK . 10



The �rst proposition says that no more than K proesses an be ative on array AK . The seondproposition states that if K proesses exeute Toss(K) and if one of these proesses ompletes itsexeution of Toss(K), then some proess must have performed a suessful san S on some row ofAK .4.1.3 Spei�ation of Initialize; Choose; and SanIn general, a suessful san operation need not be useful as it may observe the right number of dis-tint hoies in spite of (or even beause of) interferenes by other initialize and hoose operations.Similarly, a useful san operation need not be suessful as it may not observe the right number ofdistint hoies. However, we require that a useful san operation during whih all K proesses inative(K) have hosen and set di�erent values in the appropriate row is neessarily suessful. Inother words, if S is a san operation on row AK [i℄ thenRequirement (SUC1):useful-san(S) ^ [(8p; q : p; q 2 ative(K) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) immediately prior to S℄ )su-san(S) :4.1.4 Proof of ProgressNow we show that if proedures Initialize; Choose; San; andDetet satisfy the requirements (DET1)and (SUC1) detailed above, then beginning from any state in whihK proesses are atively exeutingproedure Toss(K), some proess will be suessful within an expeted �nite number of rounds. Theproof of this an be motivated by noting that eah history of the synhronous algorithm (Figure 2)either ontains a suessful san or produes a sequene of useful sans S1; S2; : : : on array X. Sineeah of these useful sans observes a fresh set of random hoies by the proesses, suess is guaranteedwithin an expeted �nite number of rounds. Proposition 3 asserts a similar fat about the asynhronousalgorithm, the di�erene being that the sequene of useful sans onstruted may now be over di�erentrows of array AK .Proposition 3 Starting from any state in whih omp-init(K) holds, either a suessful san ourson some row of AK , or there exists an in�nite sequene Sm;m � 0; of useful sans by proesses inative(K) suh that1. san Sm is made on a row rm of array AK, and2. eah san in the sequene observes the result of fresh random hoies by the proesses, i.e., forany two sans Sm1 and Sm2 with m1 < m2, if rm1 = rm2 then eah proess in ative(K) makesa fresh random hoie on row rm1 between sans Sm1 and Sm2 .Using propositions 2 and 3, we proveTheorem 3 Starting from any state in whih jative(K)j = K, a state in whih jsuessful(K)j > 0is reahed within an expeted �nite number of rounds.Proof Sine proedures Initialize; Choose; San; and Detet terminate,jative(K)j = K 7! omp-init(K) _ (jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j > 0).From Proposition 2,(jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) ) (9S :: su-san(S)).11



Therefore,jative(K)j = K 7! omp-init(K) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Thus, eventually either omp-init(K) holds or there is a suessful san on a row of AK . In the latterase, some proess will be suessful and eventually belong to suessful(K). In the former ase,Proposition 3 guarantees the existene of an in�nite sequene of useful sans Sm;m � 0 suh that sanSm is on row rm of array AK , and eah san in the sequene observes the result of fresh random hoiesby the proesses. Sine a fresh random hoie by a proess is independent of those made previously,it follows just as in the synhronous ase that within an expeted �nite number of rounds some usefulsan operation Sm will observe distint hoies by the proesses. By property (SUC1), suh a usefulsan will be suessful. Consequently, after an expeted �nite number of rounds some proess willbelong to suessful(K). 24.2 Ensuring Suess for All ProessesTheorem 3 states that one K proesses start exeuting the proedure Toss(K) in Figure 3, someproess will be suessful within an expeted �nite number of rounds and exit Toss(K). When thenumber of proesses exeuting Toss(K) beomes less than K, the remaining proesses should be ableto detet this fat and exit Toss(K) by �nding ount < K. To ensure this, we require that Detet setount to N � jSUCCESSFULj. Aordingly, we add the following progress omponent to the spei�-ation of proedure Detet.Requirement (DET2):Starting from a state in whih N�jSUCCESSFULj = m, repeated invoation of Detet by a proessp will eventually set ountp � m.The above property, in onjuntion with Theorem 3 allows us to onlude that every proesseventually exeutes a suessful san. First, we state the following proposition whih is proved in theappendix.Proposition 4 Starting from any state in whih p 2 ative(K) ^ jSUCCESSFULj = L, within anexpeted �nite number of roundsp 2 SUCCESSFUL _ (p 2 ative(N � L� 1) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L ):Using Proposition 4 we obtainTheorem 4 Every proess is suessful within an expeted �nite number of rounds.Proof Let p be any proess. From proedure Main, there exists a state s0 at whih proessp 2 ative(N). Let jSUCCESSFULj = m0 at state s0. By Proposition 4, within an expeted �nitenumber of rounds, a state s1 is reahed at whih either p has been suessful and the desired onditionis met, or p 2 ative(N � m0 � 1) ^ jSUCCESSFULj = m1, where m1 > m0. The above stepsan be applied repeatedly to get a sequene of states s0; s1; s2 : : : and a sequene of inreasing valuesm0;m1;m2; : : :. Sine eah mi � N , the theorem follows. 24.3 Distinguishing between Suessful ProessesSo far we have shown that every proess is suessful within an expeted �nite number of rounds. Inthis setion, we show how symmetry an be broken among suessful proesses. Consider any two12



proesses p and q suh that p 2 suessful(K) and q 2 suessful(L). There are two ases to onsider:K 6= L and K = L.In the �rst ase, the symmetry between p and q an be broken by noting that a proess belongsto at most one suessful set. Distinguishing between proesses p and q is more diÆult when K = L,i.e., when both proesses perform suessful sans on rows of the same array AK . One way to breaksymmetry in this ase would be to require that all proesses in suessful(K) perform suessfulsans on the same row as in the synhronous algorithm. However, it is not neessary for the proessesto be suessful on the same row. Sine proesses suessful on di�erent rows of array AK an bedistinguished based on the identity of the row, it suÆes to ensure that all proesses suessful on thesame row of AK make distint hoies on that row. In order to ahieve this, we require the proeduresInitialize; Choose; and San to satisfy property (SUC2) stated below. (Symbol \ n " denotes setdi�erene.)Requirement (SUC2):For any suessful san S on the i�th row of AK ,(8p; q : p; q 2 ative(K) n hoosing-set(S) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) immediately prior to S.Based on (SUC2), we an proveTheorem 5 All proesses suessful on the same row of array AK make distint �nal hoies on thatrow.Proof Let pm; 1 � m � M; be the proesses suessful on some row r of array AK . Let Spm ; 1 �m �M; be the orresponding suessful sans by the proesses on row r.Consider the �nal hoose operations exeuted by proesses pm; 1 � m � M , and let proess pl bethe last proess to omplete its hoose operation. Consider the san Spl . Aording to the algorithmin Figure 3, hoosing(pm;K; r) is false for eah proess pm during the exeution of Spl . Therefore byrequirement (SUC2), randpm [r℄ 6= randpn[r℄ for eah pair (pm; pn) of proesses. Consequently, all theproesses make distint hoies on row r of array AK . 24.4 Implementing DetetBesides ensuring termination, an implementation of proedure Detet should satisfy the properties(DET1) and (DET2). These requirements imply that an implementation of Detet should be ableto estimate the size of the set SUCCESSFUL. Sine SUCCESSFUL = SNK=1 suessful(K) andthe sets suessful(K) are disjoint, it suÆes to estimate the size of eah suessful(K) . Theorem 5provides a onvenient way to estimate the size of the this set, sine all proesses that sueed on thesame row of array AK make distint hoies. If eah proess p that exeutes a suessful san onsome row r of array AK opies its most reent hoie on that row to the orresponding row of another2-dimensional array BK , then array BK will have exatly jsuessful(K)j ones. The implementationof Detet an then ount the number of ones in eah row of BK and use the total number of ones asan estimate of jsuessful(K)j, 1 � K � N .Proedure Detet is given in Figure 5. Variables BK ; 1 � K � N , are shared 2-dimensional arraysof bits. Eah array BK has K rows and the size of eah row is given by an integer rowsize(K) � K.Variables index; i, and ones are private to Detet. The funtion NumOnes(X;m) returns the numberof ourrenes of 1 in the input array X of size m. Its implementation is straightforward in terms ofa loop that examines eah entry in the array and is skipped for brevity. Proedure Detet uses thisfuntion to ompute the total number of ones in the B arrays.13



Proedure Detet(ount):var private index; i; ones : integer;beginones := 0;for index := 1 to N dofor i := 1 to index doones := ones+NumOnes(Bindex[i℄; rowsize(i))odod;ount := N � onesend Detet Figure 5: Proedure DetetProedure Main is now updated to ensure that eah proess that is suessful on row r of arrayAK reords its �nal random hoie on that row to array BK . Note that the proedure Toss reordsthe identity of the row on whih a proess exeuted a suessful san in variable row. Sine we donot assume any initial values for shared variables, proesses must �rst initialize eah array BK to allzeros. This initialization is done at the start of Main before any invoations of Toss. Initialization ofthe B arrays by one proess may, however, erase bits set by another suessful proess. Therefore, asuessful proess needs to keep setting its hoies until all proesses have exeuted a suessful san.The modi�ed proedureMain is shown in Figure 6. The desriptions of Detet and Toss are skippedfor brevity.Next, we prove that Detet satis�es requirements (DET1) and (DET2). If proess p is suessfulon row r of array AK then it sets the bit rand[r℄ to one in row BK [r℄. Therefore,ones � indexXK=1 jsuessful(K)jis an invariant of the outer for loop in proedureDetet. SinePNK=1 jsuessful(K)j = jSUCCESSFULj,and ount is set to N � ones, we have ount � N � jSUCCESSFULj . Therefore proedure Detetof Figure 5 satis�es requirement (DET1).For a proof that Detet satis�es requirement (DET2), onsider any state s at whihN � NXK=1xK = m ;where xK = jsuessful(K)j , 1 � K � N . Let xK;r be the number of proesses that sueeded onrow r of array AK . Thus, xK = KXr=1xK;r:The proof that Detet satis�es requirement (DET2) will follow if we an show that repeated invoationof NumOnes on a row r of array BK by a proess p eventually leads to a state t suh that any furtherinvoation of funtion NumOnes by proess p after state t on row r of array BK returns a value� xK;r. To this end, onsider repeated invoations of NumOnes by proess p after state s. Let q be a14



Program Main:var shared AK : array [1 ��K℄ of rowtype; 1 � K � N ;BK : array [1 ��K; 1 �� rowsize(K)℄ of 0j1; 1 � K � N ;var private urrent; id; i; j; l; row; ount : integer;suess : boolean;rand : array [1 ��N ℄ of integer;initially : : :;Proedure Toss(K):� � �;� � �;Proedure Detet(ount):� � �;� � �;begin = � Main � ==� initialize eah array BK � =for l := 1 to N dofor i := 1 to l dofor j := 1 to rowsize(l) do Bl[i; j℄ := 0 ododod;=� end initialize �=urrent := N + 1;repeaturrent := urrent� 1;Toss(urrent)until suess;=� Proess suessful on Aurrent[row℄.Keep setting bit Burrent[row; rand[row℄℄ until ount = 0 � =repeatBurrent[row; rand[row℄℄ := 1;Detet(ount)until ount = 0AssignId(urrent; row; rand[row℄; id)end Main Figure 6: Updated Proedure Main
15



proess belonging to suessful(K) that sueeded on row r. By onstrution of Main, proess q willopy its �nal hoies into row r of array BK . Sine requirement (DET1) is satis�ed, ountq remainsgreater than zero as long as proess p keeps on ativating Detet in order to exit on some A array.Therefore, on aount of the �nal repeat loop in Figure 6, proess q keeps on opying its hoie torow r of array BK as long as proess p keeps on invoking Detet in order to exit on some A array.The bit set by proess q an be erased only a �nite number of times on aount of initializations ofarray BK due to other proesses. Consequently, there exists a future state tq after whih the bit setby proess q will not be erased. Let t be the last of these states tq as q ranges over the proesses insuessful(K) that sueeded on row r. The bits set by these proesses persist after state t and arefurthermore distint on aount of Theorem 5. Consequently, any invoation of NumOnes after statet by proess p will return a value � xK;r. This ompletes the proof that Detet satis�es requirement(DET2).4.5 Computation of Unique IdsFinally, we are ready to disuss the mehanism by whih proesses ompute their ids. After a proess pbelonging to suessful(K) �nds ountp = 0 during the exeution of the �nal repeat loop in Figure 6,it invokes proedure AssignId. The �rst two arguments to proedure AssignId identify the indexK and the row r of the array on whih proess p exeuted a suessful san. The third argumentto proedure AssignId ontains the �nal random hoie val made by p on that row. ProedureAssignId shown in Figure 7 omputes id using a lexiographi ordering as a sum of three values:sum1; sum2; and sum3. Value sum1 is the umulative sizes of all suessful sets with indies largerthan K, i.e., sum1 = NXindex=K+1 jsuessful(index)j ;and serves to distinguish between proesses that belong to di�erent suessful sets. Value sum2 isthe number of proesses that exited on array AK by exeuting a suessful san on a row preedingrow r and distinguishes between proesses that exit by performing suessfuls sans on di�erent rowsof array AK . Finally, sum3 equals the number of proesses that exited on array AK by exeuting asuessful san on row r and hose a random value smaller than proess p for the row. It distinguishesbetween proesses that exit on the same row of array AK .The orret omputation of sum1; sum2; sum3 using the B arrays requires aution as some pro-esses may be initializing the entries of the arrays to zero. When proess p �nds ountp to be zeroin proedure Main prior to invoking AssignId, it has observed a bit set by every proess and on-sequently, all proesses have ompleted their initializations of the B arrays. This implies that no bitof the B arrays is reset to zero during the exeution of AssignId. In order to ensure that all theappropriate bits of B arrays have been set to one, the invoation of AssignId by proess p �rstassigns BK [r; val℄ := 1 and then waits until an invoation of Detet observes ount to be zero. Theentries of the B arrays an be shown to be stable heneforth and the omputation of the ids an begin.5 Implementations of Initialize, Choose, and SanIn this setion we fous on implementations of Initialize; Choose; and San under three levels ofatomiity of shared objets: omposite registers, unbounded atomi registers and bounded atomiregisters. Composite registers [2, 4℄ are array-like variables in whih every omponent an be writtenindividually and the whole array an be read in a single step. The implementation ofMain and Detet16



Proedure AssignId(K; r; val; id):var private index; i; j; sum1; sum2; sum3 : integer;beginBK [r; val℄ := 1;repeat Detet(ount) until ount = 0;sum1 := 0;for index := N downto K + 1 dofor i := 1 to index dosum1 := sum1 +NumOnes(Bindex[i℄; rowsize(i))odod;sum2 := 0;for i := 1 to r � 1 dosum2 := sum2 +NumOnes(BK [i℄; rowsize(i))od;sum3 := 0;for j := 1 to val � 1 dosum3 := sum3 +BK [r; j℄od;id := sum1 + sum2 + sum3end AssignId Figure 7: Proedure AssignId
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given in the previous setion used only bounded atomi registers. Therefore the three implementationsoutlined here provide means for symmetry breaking under three di�erent assumptions of atomiity. Ineah ase, our proof obligation is to verify that the implementation of Initialize; Choose; and Santerminate and satisfy the following two requirements:Requirement (SUC1):useful-san(S) ^ [(8p; q : p; q 2 ative(K) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) immediately prior to S℄ )su-san(S)Requirement (SUC2):For any suessful san S on the i�th row of AK ,(8p; q : p; q 2 ative(K) n hoosing-set(S) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) immediately prior to S.5.1 Implementation using Composite RegistersImplementation of the three proedures Initialize; Choose; and San is straightforward in a systemmodel permitting omposite registers. Eah row of array AK is implemented by a omposite registerthat is rowsize(K) � K bits long. Proedure Initialize(K; i) is implemented by setting the ompositeregister AK [i℄ of array AK to zeros. Proedure Choose(K; i; l) is implemented by setting bit l ofomposite register AK [i℄ to zero, hoosing a new random value in l, and setting bit l in AK [i℄ to one.Operation San(K; i; suess) is implemented by a single atomi read of the omposite register AK [i℄and setting suess to true if and only if K ones are observed. The proedures are shown in Figure 8.Requirements (SUC1) and (SUC2) are satis�ed trivially as the entire ontents of AK [i℄ are read in asingle atomi step.5.2 Implementation using Unbounded VariablesIn this setion we weaken the underlying system model to one that does not permit omposite registersbut allows unbounded atomi variables. In the implementation, all proesses maintain a privatetimestamp ts that is inremented with eah hoose operation. This timestamp is aÆxed to eahvalue written so that a san operation an distinguish between two hoies by the same proess.Type rowtype onsists of an array of rowsize(K) � K reords. Eah reord is an atomi variableonsisting of a val bit and an integer omponent ts. A read or a write ation on a reord aessesboth �elds of the reord. This is unlike a omposite register, where the grain size of read ations islarger than that for write ations.Proedure Initialize resets ts and all the �elds of array AK [i℄ to zeros. Proedure Choose(K; i; l)is implemented by resetting previous hoies in reord AK [i℄[l℄ to zeros, hoosing a new random value inl, inrementing the private timestamp, and setting AK [i℄[l℄ to (1; ts). Proedure San is implementedby �rst reading all the timestamps in array AK [i℄ that have val set to 1 and their positions. Ifthe number of suh timestamps is di�erent from K then suess is set to false. Otherwise, the Ktimestamps and the assoiated positions are stored in a private array X. The tuples in array X arethen sorted in a dereasing order of timestamps by proedure Sort. Next, array AK [i℄ is read onemore aording to the order of positions found in the sorted array X. If the newly read entries areidential to the previously stored entries in X (i.e., val bit is set to one and the timestamp has nothanged) then suess is set to true. Otherwise, suess is set to false.18



Typerowtype(K) = omposite register [1 �� rowsize(K)℄ of 0j1;Proedure Initialize(K; i):var private j : integer;beginfor j := 1 to rowsize(K) do AK [i℄[j℄ := 0 odend InitializeProedure Choose(K; i; l):beginAK [i℄[l℄ := 0;l := Random(1 � � � rowsize(K));AK [i℄[l℄ := 1end ChooseProedure San(K; i; suess):var private X : array[1 �� rowsize(K)℄ of 0j1;beginX := AK [i℄;if NumOnes(X; rowsize(K)) = K then suess := trueelse suess := false �end SanFigure 8: Implementation using Composite Registers: Proedures Initialize, Choose, and San.
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Typerowtype(K) = array[1 �� rowsize(K)℄ of reordval : 0j1;ts : integerend reord;Proedure Initialize(K; i):var private j : integer;begints := 0;for j := 1 to rowsize(K) do AK [i℄[j℄ := (0; 0) odend InitializeProedure Choose(K; i; l):beginAK [i℄[l℄ := (0; 0);l := Random(1 � � � rowsize(K));ts := ts+ 1;AK [i℄[l℄ := (1; ts)end ChooseProedure San(K; i; suess):var private X : array[1 �� rowsize(K)℄ of reordts : integer;pos : integerend reord;j;m; ones; ts : integer;b : boolean;beginj; ones := 1; 0;while j � rowsize(K) do(b; ts) := AK [i℄[j℄;if b then ones := ones+ 1 ; X[ones℄ := (ts; j) �;j := j + 1od;if ones = K thenSort(X);j; suess := 1; true;while j � K ^ suess do(ts;m) := X[j℄;if AK [i℄[m℄ = (1; ts) then j := j + 1else suess := false �odelse suess := false�end SanFigure 9: Implementation using Unbounded Variables: Proedures Initialize, Choose, and San.20



In order to prove requirement (SUC1), onsider a useful san operation S for whih all K proesseshave set distint entries in AK [i℄. Sine S is useful, no proess will write to AK [i℄ during the exeutionof S. Therefore S will �nd ones = K in Figure 9. The absene of any writes to AK [i℄ during S impliesthat that no entry in AK [i℄ will be altered, and thus all omparisons in the seond while loop willsueed. S will therefore set suess to true.In order to prove requirement (SUC2), let S be a suessful san operation performed by a proessp. It is possible to show that during the exeution of the seond while loop of proedure San inFigure 9, proess p reads at most one reord written by the same proess. The proof is based on thefat that a proess inrements its private timestamp between any two hoose operations and proessp sorts array X before reading the entries again. From proedure San in Figure 9, a suessful sanreads K ones in array AK [i℄ during the exeution of the seond while loop. By the property provedabove, all of these K ones must have been written by distint proesses. It follows that requirement(SUC2) is satis�ed.5.3 Implementation using Bounded VariablesHere we detail the implementation of proedures Initialize; Choose; and San in the weakest of thethree models, i.e., a model allowing only boolean atomi variables. As shown in Figure 10, in thisimplementation eah row AK [i℄ is omposed of two arrays. Array val is used to reord the randomhoies by the proesses and array flag is used to identify when a san operation is useful.Typerowtype(K) = reordval : array[1 �� rowsize(K)℄ of 0j1;flag : array[1 ��K℄ of 0j1;end reord Figure 10: Reord rowtypeProedures Initialize(K; i) and Choose(K; i; l) are shown in Figure 11. Initialize simply resetsall the bits in AK [i℄ to zeros. Proedure Choose(K; i; l) �rst resets the previous hoie in the l-th bitof AK [i℄:val and all flag bits in AK [i℄ to zero. It then hooses a new random value for l, sets the l-thbit of AK [i℄:val to one, and returns l to the alling proedure.Proedure San(K; i; suess) sans array AK [i℄:val of row AK [i℄ for K ones. It is implementedwith the help of the reursive proedure Rsan(n;K; i; suess) shown in Figure 12. The prediate n �K holds for any all of the reursive proedure Rsan(n;K; i; suess), and Rsan(K;K; i; suess)de�nes the implementation of San(K; i; suess). When Rsan is invoked with n in the range 2 <n � K as the �rst argument, it invokes Rsan with �rst argument n � 1. If the latter invoationresults in suess being set to true, then AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ is set to one. By onstrution, eah Chooseand Initialize operation resets all flag bits to zero. Consequently, observing AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ = 0 ata later state indiates an interferene by a Choose or an Initialize operation. Eah iteration of thewhile loop in Rsan therefore heks bit AK [i℄:f lag[n℄, and also heks whether AK [i℄:val ontainsK ones. Rsan(n;K; i; suess) sets suess to true if and only if it reads K ones and �nds the n-thag bit to be one in eah of the K iterations. Performing K iterations of this loop allows us to applythe pigeonhole priniple on the number of iterations and the number of interfering proesses. Theexat details an be found in the proof of Proposition 6 that is stated at the end of this setion. When21



Proedure Initialize(K; i):var private j : integer;begin for j := 1 to K do AK [i℄:f lag[j℄ := 0 od;for j := 1 to rowsize(K) do AK [i℄:val[j℄ := 0 odend InitializeProedure Choose(K; i; l):var private j : integer;beginAK [i℄:val[l℄ := 0;for j := 1 to K do AK [i℄:f lag[j℄ := 0 od;l := Random(1 � � � rowsize(K));AK [i℄:val[l℄ := 1end ChooseFigure 11: Implementation using bounded variables: Proedures Initialize and ChooseRsan is invoked with �rst argument n � 2, there is no need of any reursive alls or the setting ofany flag bits. The number of ones in AK [i℄:val is ounted and suess is set to true if K ones areread.In order to prove that the implementation satis�es requirements (SUC1) and (SUC2), we needPropositions 5 and 6 stated below. The proofs of these propositions are given in the appendix. First,we introdue the following notation. For any invoation R of Rsan on a row of array AK , let hoosing-set(R) denote the set of proesses that are exeuting a hoose operation during the exeution of R.Invoation R is said to be useful if omp-init(K) holds immediately prior to the exeution of R, andif hoosing-set(R) is empty.Proposition 5 Any useful invoation R of Rsan(n;K; i; suess); n � K; for whih(8p; q 2 ative(K) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) holds immediately prior to R, sets suess to true.Proposition 6 For any exeution R of Rsan(n;K; i; suess); 2 � n � K; that sets suess to true,jhoosing-set(R)j � n� 2 )(8p; q : p; q 2 ative(K) n hoosing-set(R) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) at the state immediately prior to R.Requirement (SUC1) follows from Proposition 5 by taking n := K and noting that San(K; i; suess)is implemented by Rsan(K;K; i; suess).In order to prove (SUC2), �rst assume K � 2. If jhoosing-set(S)j � K � 2, then the onsequentof (SUC2) follows from Proposition 6 by substituting n := K and noting that a san operation on rowAK [i℄ is implemented by invoking Rsan(K;K; i; suess). If jhoosing-set(S)j > K � 2, then fromProposition 1, jative(K) n hoosing-set(S)j � 1, and the onsequent holds vauously. Now, onsiderthe other ase, K < 2. In this ase, from Proposition 1, jative(K)j � 1. Therefore the onsequent of(SUC2) again holds vauously. This ompletes the proof of requirement (SUC2).
22



Proedure Rsan(n;K; i; suess):var private j : integer;beginif n > 2 thenRsan(n� 1; i;K; suess);if suess thenj := 1;AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ := 1;while j � K and suess doif (NumOnes(AK [i℄:val; rowsize(K)) = K) ^ (AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ = 1)then j := j + 1 else suess := false �od�else if NumOnes(AK [i℄:val; rowsize(K)) = K then suess := trueelse suess := false ��end RsanFigure 12: Implementation using bounded variables: Proedure Rsan6 Time and Spae Requirements6.1 Synhronous CaseBefore we analyze the omplexity of the asynhronous algorithm, we onsider the related problem ofminimizing the expeted running time of the synhronous algorithm in Figure 2. If the array X hasx � N bits, then in an exeution of the repeat loop in Figure 2 by N proesses, the probability thateah proess piks a di�erent bit ispN (x) = x(x� 1) � � � (x�N + 1)xN :If we assume that proedure Random takes onstant time, then eah san operation on X requiresO(x) operations. Consequently the expeted termination time of the synhronous algorithm isO( Xk�1 k �xpN (x)(1� pN (x))k�1 ) = O( xpN (x)) :Therefore given N , the problem is to determine the value xN � N that minimizes x=pN (x). Theproof of the following result an be found in the appendix.Proposition 7 Let xN be the value of x � N that minimizes EN (x) = x=pN (x). Then1. limN!1 xN = 12N2,2. limN!1EN (xN )=xN = e where e = 2:718:: is the base of the natural logarithm.In partiular, if the shared memory array X is taken to be about 12N2 bits long, then the expetedtermination time EN (xN ) of the synhronous algorithm in Figure 2 is O(N2).23



6.2 Asynhronous CaseIn this setion we analyze the time and spae requirements of our asynhronous algorithm for eah ofthree system models. We analyze the time required by our algorithm in terms of its round omplexity[14℄. A round is a minimal time interval over whih every proess whih has not yet terminatedexeutes at least one step. The round omplexity of of an asynhronous algorithm for a given inputis the maximum number of rounds over all possible omputations for that input. Our initial timeanalysis is parameterized in terms of the omplexity of the proedures Initialize; Choose; and San:we then speialize these quantities to eah of the three models onsidered. To this end let TI(K);TC(K); and TS(K) denote the time omplexity of Initialize, Choose and San operations on a singlerow of array AK , respetively. For onveniene, we assume that rowsize(K) and TI(K) are inreasingfuntions of K.Let Æ(K) denote the number of rounds required for a proess to perform one iteration of the outerrepeat loop of proedure Toss in Figure 3. It is easy to show that the number of rounds required byproedure Detet is O(N2 � rowsize(N)). Consequently,Æ(K) = O(K � (TC(K) + TS(K)) +N2 � rowsize(N)): (1)The �rst part of the following proposition gives the expeted number of rounds for the onlusionof Theorem 3 to hold and the seond part de�nes a similar bound for Proposition 4. The proof isgiven in the appendix. Here pK denotes the probability that a useful san on a row of array AK issuessful.Proposition 81. Starting from any state in whih jative(K)j = K, a state in whih jsuessful(K)j > 0 isreahed within O(K � TI(K) + Æ(K)pK )expeted number of rounds.2. Starting from any state in whih p 2 ative(K) ^ jSUCCESSFULj = L, a state in whihp 2 SUCCESSFUL _ (p 2 ative(N � L� 1) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L )is reahed within O(Æ(N � L)pN�L + (N � L)TI(N � L) + KXi=N�L(1 + Æ(i)))expeted number of rounds.Based on this proposition, we proveTheorem 6 The expeted number of rounds required by the asynhronous algorithm in Figure 6 isO(N2rowsize(N) +N2TI(N) + NXK=1 Æ(K)pK ) (2)
24



Proof First we ompute the expeted number of rounds required for the onlusion of Theorem 4 tohold. Within N2 � rowsize(N) rounds all proesses omplete the initialization of B arrays and beginexeuting Toss(N). Consider the sequene of states s0; s1; : : : and the inreasing sequene m0;m1; : : :onsidered in the proof of Theorem 4. The expeted number of rounds between states sj and sj+1 isgiven by part 2 of Proposition 8 asO(Æ(N �mj+1)pN�mj+1 + (N �mj+1)TI(N �mj+1) + NXi=N�mj+1(1 + Æ(i))) :Summing this quantity over all the onseutive states in the sequene, the last term above beomesNXK=1(1 + Æ(K))regardless of the values of the mj, and the sum of the �rst two terms isO( NXK=1 Æ(K)pK + NXK=1K � TI(K)):Using the fat that PNK=1K � TI(K) = O(N2TI(N)) and also inluding the omplexity due to initial-ization, the expeted number of rounds for every proess to perform a suessful san isO(N2rowsize(N) +N2TI(N) + NXK=1 Æ(K)pK + NXK=1(1 + Æ(K))) ;whih an be rewritten as (2).Now we onsider the time omplexity for the generation of unique ids one all proesses havebeome suessful. Within O(1) rounds proesses opy their hoies into B arrays and in an additionalO(N2rowsize(N)) rounds all proesses detet ount = 0 and all proedure AssignId. Within anotherO(1) + O(N2rowsize(N)) rounds all proesses detet ount = 0 in proedure AssignId and thelexiographi ordering starts. The omputation of sum1, sum2, sum3 and id then ompletes inanother O(N2rowsize(N)) rounds. Therefore the generation of unique ids after every proess issuessful requires O(N2rowsize(N)) rounds. Therefore (2) is the omplexity of the algorithm asstated. 2Now we an use the expression (1) for Æ(K) and expression (2) for the expeted number of roundsof the algorithm and speialize the implementation dependent quantities TI(N), TC(K), and TS(K),for omposite variables, unbounded atomi variables, and bounded atomi variables separately. Weassume that funtion Random takes onstant amount of time.6.2.1 Composite VariablesIn this ase TI(K) = O(rowsize(K));TC(K) = O(1);TS(K) = O(rowsize(K)) ;25



and therefore from (1), Æ(K) = O(N2rowsize(N)):From (2), the expeted number of rounds isO( N2rowsize(N) +N2rowsize(N) + NXK=1 N2rowsize(N)pK ) = O(N2rowsize(N) NXK=1 1pK ) :The spae requirements in this ase are O(N2rowsize(N)) atomi shared variables that are used forthe arrays BK and O(N2) omposite variables used for the arrays AK .6.2.2 Unbounded Atomi VariablesIn this ase TI(K) = O(rowsize(K));TC(K) = O(1);TS(K) = O(K logK + rowsize(K)):Therefore Æ(K) = O(N2rowsize(N)):The expeted number of rounds is found from (2) asO( N2rowsize(N) +N2rowsize(N) + NXK=1 N2rowsize(N)pK ) = O(N2rowsize(N) NXK=1 1pK ) :The spae requirements are O(N2rowsize(N)) bounded shared variables for the arrays BK andO(N2rowsize(N)) unbounded atomi variables for the arrays AK .6.2.3 Bounded Atomi VariablesFor bounded atomi variables, TI(K) = O(rowsize(K));TC(K) = O(K);TS(K) = O(K2rowsize(K)):The derivation of the expression for TS(K) is based on the reursive nature of proedure Rsan. Letf(n;K) denote the number of rounds required for Rsan(n;K; i; suess) to omplete. Then for n � 2,f(n;K) = O(rowsize(K)), and for n > 2, f(n;K) satis�esf(n;K) = f(n� 1;K) +O(K � rowsize(K)) :It follows that f(n;K) = O(n �K �rowsize(K)). Sine San(K; i; suess) is implemented by invokingRsan(K;K; i; suess), we �nd TS(K) = O(K2 � rowsize(K)). Now from (1)Æ(K) = O(N3rowsize(N)):26



The expeted number of rounds in this ase is found to beO(N2rowsize(N) +N2rowsize(N) + NXK=1 N3rowsize(N)pK ) = O(N3rowsize(N) NXK=1 1pK ) :The spae requirements are O(N2rowsize(N)) boolean atomi variables that are used for the arraysAK and BK .From part 2 of Proposition 7 we have that if rowsize(N) = 12N2, then pN (rowsize(N)) approahese�1 . Therefore by taking rowsize(K) := 12K2,rowsize(N) NXK=1 1pK = O(N3 ):Consequently the expeted number of rounds for the ompletion of Main assuming omposite orunbounded variables is O(N5 ). For bounded atomi variables, the expeted number of rounds isO(N6 ).SHARED VARIABLE MODEL EXPECTED NO. ROUNDS SPACE REQUIREMENTSComposite Registers O(N5) O(N2) ompositeO(N4) bounded atomiUnbounded Atomi Variables O(N5) O(N4) unbounded atomiO(N4) bounded atomiBounded Atomi Variables O(N6) O(N4) bounded atomiFigure 13: Time and Spae Requirements.7 Conluding RemarksIn this paper we onstruted a hierarhial solution to the problem of symmetry breaking in anasynhronous system using shared variables. First we determined a number of properties suh asolution must have: we showed that the exat number of proesses must neessarily be known to theproesses in order to solve the problem. We also showed that termination requires partiipation byevery proess. This means that failures annot be tolerated during symmetry breaking unless oneassumes other means for deteting failures.Generalizing from a randomized synhronous solution to the problem, we presented proeduresMain and Toss, and derived spei�ations SUC1; SUC2;DET1; and DET2 for four proeduresInitialize, Choose, San; and Detet that form the basi building bloks of the general asynhronousalgorithm. The �rst three of these proedures used a sequene of shared arrays AK whose rowswere of an unspei�ed atomiity. We argued the orretness of Main assuming an implementation ofInitialize, Choose, San; and Detet in whih the four spei�ations set forth in the proof of Mainwere satis�ed. Then we presented an implementation of Detet, whih used another sequene of sharedarrays BK onsisting of boolean atomi variables. Subsequently, we showed how distint ids ould beassigned using proedure AssignId. 27



In Setion 5, we onsidered the implementation of proedures Initialize; Choose; and San, andof eah row of array AK under three di�erent atomiity assumptions: omposite variables, unboundedatomi variables, and bounded atomi variables. The implementations beame more diÆult andrequired inreasing number of rounds as the atomiity assumptions beame more stringent. For exam-ple, the implementation of San required O(rowsize(N)) steps under the omposite variable model,O(N logN + rowsize(N)) steps under the unbounded atomi variable model, and O(N2rowsize(N))steps under the bounded atomi variable model. However, we showed in Setion 6 that the runningtime of the entire algorithm is governed by the implementation of Detet for omposite variables andunbounded atomi variables, and by the implementation of San for bounded atomi variables. Thetime and spae requirements for these three ases are summarized in Figure 13. It may be possibleto implement proedure Detet more eÆiently by assoiating a ounter with eah B array; however,this would not have a bearing on the �nal implementation using boolean atomi variables.We did not assume initial values for shared variables as suh an assumption presupposes a distintproess that arries out the needed initializations. Our solutions were made more diÆult on thisaount. Lak of initial values is the reason that in Main, the reording of random hoies by asuessful proess required repeated opy operations into arrays BK , and proedure AssignId used aform of a barrier synhronization via the variable ount.Note that the usual hierarhy of register onstrutions from boolean safe registers to multi-valuedatomi registers (and omposite registers) [22℄ assumes proess ids. Therefore, the kind of primitivesassumed in order to solve the symmetry breaking problem beomes ruial, sine existing registeronstrutions annot be used to weaken the primitives later. Our �nal algorithm of Setion 5.3uses boolean atomi variables. Reently, Kutten, Ostrovsky, and Patt-Shamir have solved the sameproblem assuming atomi variables of size O(logN) [20℄. The two solutions are not equivalent beausethe implementation of larger atomi shared variables from smaller ones seems to require unique proessids. The solvability of the symmetry breaking problem with primitives weaker than atomi booleanvariables remains open.Referenes[1℄ Abrahamson, K., On Ahieving Consensus Using a Shared Memory, Proeedings of the 7thACM Symposium on Priniples of Distributed Computing, 1988, pp. 291{302.[2℄ Afek, Y., H. Attiya, D. Dolev, E. Gafni, M. Merritt, and N. Shavit, Atomi Snapshotsof Shared Memory, Proeedings of the 9th ACM Symposium on Priniples of DistributedComputing, 1990, pp. 1{14.[3℄ Anderson, J. H., and M. G. Gouda, The Virtue of Patiene: Conurrent Programmingwith and without Waiting, Tehnial Report TR.90.23, Department of Computer Sienes,University of Texas at Austin, July 1990.[4℄ Anderson, J. H., Composite Registers, Proeedings of the 9th ACM Symposium on Priniplesof Distributed Computing, 1990, pp. 15{30.[5℄ Angluin, D., Loal and Global Properties in Networks of Proessors, Proeedings of the 12thACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, 1980, pp. 82{93.[6℄ Aspnes, J., and M. Herlihy, Fast Randomized Consensus Using Shared Memory, Journal ofAlgorithms, 11(3), 1990, pp. 441{461. 28
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8 AppendixProposition 1 jative(K)j � K.Proof The proof is by indution on K. The base ase K := N follows trivially as the total number ofproesses is at most N . For the indution step, we prove it for K�1 by assuming it for N;N�1 : : : ;K.Assume, for the sake of ontradition, thatjative(K � 1)j > K � 1holds at some state s. From the indution hypothesis,jative(K)j � Kat state s. By the onstrution of proedure Main in Figure 3,ative(K � 1) � ative(K)at eah state. Therefore, it follows that at state s,ative(K � 1) = ative(K) and jative(K � 1)j = K.Again from the onstrution of proedure Main in Figure 3, it follows that jdone(K)j = K at states. Of all the K proesses in done(K) at state s, onsider the �rst proess p to enter done(K). Wewill show next that proess p must have exeuted a suessful san and onsequently, ontrary to ourassumption, jsuessful(K)j > 0 and jative(K � 1)j � K � 1. Consider any invoation of Detetby proess p before joining done(K). Sine jSUCCESSFULj � N � K at state s, by requirement(DET1), proess p �nds ountp � N � (N �K), i.e., ountp � K. Therefore, proess p annot exiton aount of �nding ountp < K. Thus, p must exit on aount of performing a suessful san. Theproof of Proposition 1 follows. 2Lemma 1 jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 unless (9S :: S is a suessful san on AK).Proof Consider any state s at whih jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 holds. We will show thatat the next state t, either jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 or a suessful san has ourred onsome row of array AK . By de�nition, membership in ative(K) is stable. Therefore, jative(K)j � Kat state t. Applying Proposition 1, jative(K)j = K at state t. Next, we assume that jdone(K)j > 0at state t and show that some proess has performed a suessful operation by state t. Let p bethe proess that belongs to done(K) at state t. This implies that proess p either exited on aountof exeuting a suessful san or on aount of �nding ountp < K. We next show that the latterase is not possible, thus meeting the proof obligation. Sine jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 atstate s, jSUCCESSFULj � N �K at state s. Consider any invoation of Detet by proess p. SinejSUCCESSFULj � N�K at state s, by requirement (DET1), proess p �nds ountp � N�(N�K),i.e., ountp � K. Therefore, proess p annot exit on aount of �nding ountp < K. The proof ofLemma 1 follows. 2Proposition 2 jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j > 0 ) (9S :: S is a suessful san on AK).Proof Note that the above prediate is true initially as jdone(K)j = 0 initially. Therefore, it suÆesto show that the prediate is stable. Sine the onsequent of the prediate is stable, the proof willfollow if we show that:(jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) unless (9S :: S is a suessful san on AK).Rewriting the anteedent using Proposition 1,(jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) _ (jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j = 0) _(jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0) unless (9S :: S is a suessful san on AK).In the remainder of the proof we onsider eah disjunt in the anteedent separately and show that31



1. jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j > 0 unless (9S :: S is a suessful san on AK),2. jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 unless(jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) _ (jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0), and3. jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 unless (9S :: S is a suessful san on AK).The desired property then follows by taking the disjuntion of the above three properties.Proof of 1:Consider any state s at whih (jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) holds. We will show that atthe next state t, either (jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) or a suessful san has ourred onsome row of array AK . By de�nition, membership in done(K) is stable. Therefore, jdone(K)j > 0 atstate t. Next, we assume :(jative(K)j < K) at state t, and prove that some proess has performeda suessful operation by state t. By Proposition 1, jative(K)j = K at state t. Let p be the �rstproess to join done(K) at some state u. Proess p either exited on aount of exeuting a suessfulsan or on aount of �nding ountp < K. We next show that the latter ase is not possible, thusmeeting the proof obligation. Sine jative(K)j = K at state t and proess p is the �rst proess to joindone(K), jSUCCESSFULj � N �K before state u. Consider any invoation of Detet by proessp. Sine jSUCCESSFULj � N �K during this invoation, by requirement (DET1), proess p �ndsountp � N � (N � K), i.e., ountp � K. Therefore, proess p annot exit on aount of �ndingountp < K. The proof follows.Proof of 2:Consider any state s at whih jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 holds. We need to show at the nextstate t,(jative(K)j � K ^ jdone(K)j = 0) _ (jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j > 0).Considering all the possibilities at state t,(a) a proess joins done(K) and ative(K) remains unhanged, or(b) a proess joins ative(K) and done(K) remains unhanged, or() ative(K) and done(K) remain unhanged.In the former ase, (jative(K)j < K ^ jdone(K)j > 0) at the next state and in the latter two ases,(jative(K)j � K ^ jdone(K)j = 0) at the next state. The proof follows.Proof of 3: Follows from Lemma 1.This onludes the proof of Proposition 2. 2Lemma 2 jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0 ) ountp � KProof Consider any state s at whih jative(K)j = K ^ jdone(K)j = 0. This implies thatjSUCCESSFULj � N � K at state s. Consider any invoation of proedure Detet by proess pthat terminates and sets ountp at or before state s. Sine jSUCCESSFULj � N �K at state s, byrequirement (DET1), ountp � N � (N �K). In other words, ountp � K. 2In the proofs of the following three lemmas, we will be onentrating on a �xed value of K andtherefore, in order to keep the exposition simple, we will omit the parameter K in ertain terms32



(e.g., ative and omp-init) when no onfusion arises. Let #hoies(p; i) denote the total number ofompleted exeutions of Choose operations on row AK [i℄ by proess p and let #useful denote the totalnumber of useful san operations exeuted by all proesses in ative(K). Let p range over proessesin the set ative(K) and let S range over san operations on rows of AK .Lemma 3 omp-init ^ (8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(omp-init ^ (8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i)) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Proof Sine the implementations of San;Choose; andDetet terminate, and sine any given proessp in Figure 3 keeps on exeuting the repeat-until loops until a suessful san is performed or ountpbeomes less than K,omp-initp ^ (8i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(8i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i) _ (9S :: su-san(S)) _ ountp < K.From Lemma 1,jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 unless (9S :: su-san(S)).Combining these two properties,omp-initp ^ jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 ^ (8i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(8i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i) _ (9S :: su-san(S)) _ (jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 ^ ountp < K).Using Lemma 2,omp-initp ^ jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 ^ (8i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(8i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Taking the onjuntion over all p and noting that the onsequent is stable,(8p :: omp-initp) ^ jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 ^ (8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Sine (8p :: omp-initp) ^ jativej = K � omp-init,omp-init ^ jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 ^ (8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).From Proposition 2,jativej = K ^ jdonej > 0 ) (9S :: su-san(S)).Combining the above two properties,omp-init ^ jativej = K ^ (8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Sine omp-init ) jativej = K,omp-init ^ (8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) = xp;i) 7!(8p; i :: #hoies(p; i) > xp;i) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).The desired proof follows from the stability of omp-init. 2Lemma 4 omp-init ^ #useful = y 7! (omp-init ^ #useful > y) _ (9S :: su-san(S))Proof We �rst prove that in any omplete exeution of the inner repeat-until loop of Figure 3 by aproess p, either there exists a suessful san, or the total number of useful sans inreases. First weintrodue some terminology. Consider the exeution of the l-th iteration of the outer repeat loop ofproedure Toss(K) by some proess p. We say that prediate start(p; l) is true at a state if and onlyif proess p has just ompleted its last hoose operation during this iteration. Similarly, we say thatprediate end(p; l) is true at a state if and only if proess p has just ompleted its last san operationduring this iteration. We prove the following lemma.Lemma 5 omp-init ^ start(p; l) ^ #useful = y 7!(end(p; l) ^ (#useful > y)) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).33



Proof Let s be any state at whih the prediate omp-init ^ start(p; l) holds. Sine theimplementations of San and Detet terminate, there exists a later state t at whih end(p; l) holds.Let CHOOSING-SET (p; l) denote the union of all hoosing-set(S), where S is a san operationperformed by proess p between the states s and t. We prove the lemma by indution on the size ofCHOOSING-SET (p; l). If jCHOOSING-SET (p; l)j = 0 then eah san made by p is useful. Sinep performs at least one san between states s and t, the base ase follows.For the indution step, let jCHOOSING-SET (p; l)j = m and assume the indution hypothesisfor all sizes of the set less than m. If there exists a san by any proess that is suessful, or a san Sby p for whih hoosing-set(S) = � then the desired result follows. So, assume to the ontrary thatall sans by all proesses are unsuessful and that hoosing-set(S) 6= � for all sans S made by theproess p between states s and t. From Figure 3 and Lemma 1, in the absene of any suessful sans,proess p performs K san operations between states s and t. Let Si; 1 � i � K; denote the sanoperation made by proess p on row AK [i℄. Sine p 62 CHOOSING-SET (p; l), and by Proposition 1,ative(K) � K, we have m < K. Therefore, there must be some proess q 6= p and indies i; j withi > j suh thatq 2 hoosing-set(Si) ^ q 2 hoosing-set(Sj) :Proess p performs Si on row AK [i℄, and later performs Sj on rowAK [j℄. The prediate hoosing(q; i;K)is true at some state u and later the prediate hoosing(q; j;K) is true at some state v suh thats 7! u 7! v 7! t. Now onsider the behavior of q between the states u and v. Proess q was exeutinga hoose operation on row AK [i℄ at state u, and was later exeuting a hoose operation on row AK [j℄ atstate v. Sine i > j, proess q performs its hoose operation on row AK [j℄ before its hoose operationon row AK [i℄ during any iteration of the outer repeat loop. Therefore, states u and v our duringdi�erent iterations of the outer repeat loop of proess q. Consequently, there exist n; n0 with n < n0suh that proess q was performing its n-th iteration of the outer repeat loop at state u and its n0-thiteration of the outer repeat loop at state v. It follows that there exist two states s0 and t0 suh thatstart(q; n) holds at s0, end(q; n) holds at t0, ands 7! u 7! s0 7! t0 7! v 7! t.Sine proesses p and q do not belong to hoosing-set(S), where S is any san performed by proessq between the states s0 and t0, jCHOOSING-SET (q; n)j � m � 1. Sine omp-init is stable and itholds at state s, it also holds at state s0. Therefore, applying the indution hypothesis,#useful at state s0 < #useful at state t0.Thus,#useful at state s � #useful at state s0 < #useful at state t0 � #useful at state t.The desired proof of the indution step follows. 2We now go bak to the proof of Lemma 4. Sine proess p keeps on exeuting the repeat-untilloops until a suessful san is performed or it �nds ountp < K, and sine the implementations ofChoose; San, and Detet terminate,omp-init 7! (9p; l :: start(p; l)) _ (9S :: su-san(S)) _ (9p :: ountp < K).From Lemma 1,jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 unless (9S :: su-san(S)).Combining the above two properties,omp-init ^ jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 7!(9p; l :: start(p; l)) _ (9S :: su-san(S)) _ (9p :: ountp < K ^ jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0).Using Lemma 2,omp-init ^ jativej = K ^ jdonej = 0 7! (9p; l :: start(p; l)) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).From Proposition 2, 34



jativej = K ^ jdonej > 0 ) (9S :: su-san(S)).Combining the above two properties,omp-init ^ jativej = K 7! (9p; l :: start(p; l)) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Sine omp-init ) jativej = K,omp-init 7! (9p; l :: start(p; l)) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Noting that omp-init is stable,omp-init 7! (omp-init ^ (9p; l :: start(p; l))) _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Sine #useful is monotonially inreasing,omp-init ^ #useful = y 7!(omp-init ^ (9p; l :: start(p; l)) ^ #useful = y) _ #useful > y _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Lemma 5 an be used to assert that(omp-init ^ (9p; l :: start(p; l)) ^ #useful = y) 7! #useful > y _ (9S :: su-san(S)).Combining these two assertions,(omp-init ^ #useful = y) 7! #useful > y _ (9S :: su-san(S)).The proof of Lemma 4 follows from the stability of omp-init. 2Proposition 3 Starting from any state in whih omp-init(K) holds, either a suessful san ourson some row of AK , or there exists an in�nite sequene Sm;m � 0; of useful sans by proesses inative(K) suh that1. san Sm is made on a row rm of array AK, and2. eah san in the sequene observes the result of fresh random hoies by the proesses, i.e., forany two sans Sm1 and Sm2 with m1 < m2, if rm1 = rm2 then eah proess in ative(K) makesa fresh random hoie on row rm1 between sans Sm1 and Sm2 .Proof To prove the proposition, assume that there are no suessful sans on rows of AK . Considerany state s0 at whih the prediate omp-init(K) holds. Using Lemma 3, starting from s0 eventually astate t0 is reahed in whih every proess has made a fresh hoie on eah row of AK and omp-init(K)holds at t. Using Lemma 4, starting from state t0 eventually a state s1 is reahed suh that a usefulsan S0 has been made on some row of AK between states t0 and s1 and omp-init(K) holds at s1.Sine omp-init(K) holds at s1 and s0 7! s1, the above argument an be repeated at state s1. Inthis way, we generate an in�nite sequene of sans satisfying the proposition. 2Lemma 6 jative(K)j > 0 ) jfp : p 2 suessful(L) ^ L > Kgj � N �KProof The proof is by indution on K. The base ase K := N holds trivially as the onsequentis true. For the indution step, we assume the hypothesis for K + 1; : : : ; N , and prove it for K.Consider any state s at whih jative(K)j > 0. By the onstrution of proedure Main in Figure 3,ative(K) � done(K + 1) � ative(K + 1). Therefore, jative(K + 1)j > 0 and jdone(K + 1)j > 0 atstate s. By the indution hypothesis,jfp : p 2 suessful(L) ^ L > K + 1gj � N �K � 1 at state s.The proof follows if the left hand side in the above expression is greater than N � K � 1. So, letjfp : p 2 suessful(L) ^ L > K + 1gj = N �K � 1,at state s. Now, onsider the �rst proess p that beomes a member of done(K+1). Proess pmust haveexited either on aount of performing a suessful san or on aount of �nding ountp < K +1. Wewill show next that the latter ase is not possible. Consider any invoation ofDetet by proess p before35



joining done(K+1). By assumption, jSUCCESSFULj � N�K�1 during the invoation of Detet.Therefore, by requirement (DET1), proess p �nds ountp � N � (N �K � 1), i.e., ountp � K + 1and onsequently, annot exit on aount of �nding ountp < K + 1. Thus, p 2 suessful(K + 1),andjfp : p 2 suessful(L) ^ L > Kgj= jfp : p 2 suessful(L) ^ L > K + 1gj+ jfp : p 2 suessful(K + 1)gj� N �K � 1 + 1.The desired proof follows. 2Lemma 7 p 2 ative(K) ^ (K > N �jSUCCESSFULj) 7! p 2 suessful(K) _ p 2 ative(K�1).Proof Consider any state s at whih p 2 ative(K). It is suÆient to show that eventually p 2done(K) sine by proedureMain, at that time either proess p 2 suessful(K) or p will invoke Tosswith argument K � 1. For this proof assume that p 62 done(K) at state s. On aount of requirement(DET2) of Detet, p will eventually either �nd ountp < K or exit upon exeuting a suessful san.In either ase, p 2 done(K) holds eventually. 2Proposition 4 Starting from any state in whih p 2 ative(K) ^ jSUCCESSFULj = L, within anexpeted �nite number of roundsp 2 SUCCESSFUL _ (p 2 ative(N � L� 1) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L ):Proof Consider any state s at whih p 2 ative(K) ^ jSUCCESSFULj = L holds. By Lemma 6,K � N �L at state s. Lemma 7 an be applied repeatedly to infer that eventually a state t is reahedat whih p 2 SUCCESSFUL _ p 2 ative(N � L). At state t,(p 2 SUCCESSFUL) _ (p 2 ative(N � L) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L) _(p 2 ative(N � L) ^ jSUCCESSFULj = L).We will show later that if the last disjunt holds then eventually a state u is reahed at whih(p 2 ative(N �L) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L) _ (p 2 ative(N �L) ^ jative(N �L)j = N �L) : (3)Combining the above two assertions, eventually,(p 2 SUCCESSFUL) _ (p 2 ative(N � L) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L) _(p 2 ative(N � L) ^ jative(N � L)j = N � L).If the �rst disjunt holds then there is nothing more to be proved. If the seond disjunt holds, thenwe apply Lemma 7 to infer the desired ondition. If the third disjunt holds then we apply Theorem 3to infer that within an expeted �nite number of rounds, jsuessful(N � L)j > 0. Using Lemma 6and the stability of membership in ative(N �L), it follows that within an expeted �nite number ofrounds,(p 2 ative(N � L) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L)holds. As in the proof of the seond disjunt, we an now apply Lemma 7 to infer the desired ondition.For a proof of property (3), let q be any proess 62 SUCCESSFUL [ ative(N � L) at state t.(Property (3) follows immediately if there is no suh proess.) By applying Lemma 7 repeatedly tothis proess, eventually a state tq is reahed at whih q 2 SUCCESSFUL _ q 2 ative(N � L).Repeating this argument for every q, let u be the last of the states tq. Either jative(N �L)j = N �Lor jSUCCESSFULj > L at this state. Sine membership in ative(N � L) is stable, the proof of theproperty follows. 2Proposition 5 Any useful invoation R of Rsan(n;K; i; suess); n � K; for whih(8p; q 2 ative(K) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) holds immediately prior to R, sets suess to true.36



Proof We prove Proposition 5 by indution on n. First, onsider the base ase n � 2. In thisase Rsan(n;K; i; suess) ounts the number of ones in array AK [i℄:val. Sine R is a useful san,there are no overlapping hoose or initialize operations and jative(K)j = K proesses have hosenand set bits in AK [i℄:val to one prior to R. Furthermore, sine randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄ for any pair p; q,the hoies made by the proesses are distint. Therefore, NumOnes(AK [i℄:val; rowsize(K)) returnsK and onsequently, R sets suess to true.For the indution step, we assume the hypothesis for 2; 3; : : : n � 1 and prove it for n. Let Rbe any exeution of Rsan(n;K; i; suess). R �rst alls Rsan(n � 1;K; i; suess). Let R0 denotethis exeution of Rsan(n� 1;K; i; suess). Sine R0 is nested within R and R is useful, R0 is alsouseful. Also, sine all proesses made distint hoies prior to R and hoosing-set(R) is empty, allproesses also made distint hoies prior to R0. By the indution hypothesis, R0 sets suess to true.Therefore, the then branh of the onditional if statement in Figure 12 is hosen and AK [i℄:f lag[n℄is set to one. Consider any of the subsequent K iterations of the while loop. Note that a bit inAK [i℄:f lag an be set to zero only by Choose and Initialize operations. Sine R is a useful sanoperation, all proesses have ompleted their initializations and there are no overlapping Chooseoperations. Therefore, AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ will remain set to one. Also, sine there are no overlappinghoose operations and all proesses set distint bits in AK [i℄:val, NumOnes(AK [i℄:val; rowsize(K))will return K. Therefore, eah iteration will maintain suess as true. Consequently, R returnssuess as true. This ompletes the proof of the indution step and the proof of Proposition 5. 2Proposition 6 For any exeution R of Rsan(n;K; i; suess); 2 � n � K; that sets suess to true,jhoosing-set(R)j � n� 2 ) [(8p; q : p; q 2 ative(K) n hoosing-set(R) : randp[i℄ 6= randq[i℄) at thestate immediately prior to R℄.Proof We prove Proposition 6 by indution on n. First, onsider the base ase n := 2. Sine Rsets suess to true, it follows from Figure 12 that R observed K distint bits in row AK [i℄:val. Theanteedent implies that there are no hoosing proesses during the exeution of R. Therefore, allproesses must have set distint bits in AK [i℄:val and the onsequent follows.For the indution step, we assume the hypothesis for 2; 3; : : : n�1 and prove it for n. Let R be anyexeution of Rsan(n;K; i; suess) by proess p that sets suess to true. Consider the iterations ofthe while loop in Figure 12. Sine suess is set to true, proess p observes K ones in AK [i℄:val and�nds AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ = 1 in eah of the K iterations. If during any of these K iterations, all the onesthat proess p observed were written by distint proesses, then the onsequent would follow as in thebase ase. Therefore we an assume that during eah iteration of the while loop proess p reads atleast 2 ones written by the same proess. For eah iteration j, pik a proess rj with this property.This implies that proess rj performed a hoose operation during R and from Figure 11, proess rjmust have set bit AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ to zero at some state uj . Let s be the state at whih proess p setsbit AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ to one and let tj be the state at whih proess p observes the same bit to be one. Itfollows that s 7! uj 7! tj for every j, 1 � j � K. Sine AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ is 0 at state uj and 1 at state tj ,there exists a proess qj 6= p that sets the bit to one at some state vj between the states uj and tj, i.e.,s 7! uj 7! vj 7! tj. By assumption, suh a proess qj exists for eah iteration of the while loop. Sinethere are K iterations and at most K � 1 other proesses, we an �nd two indies a < b and a proessq with q = qa = qb (this explains the need for K iterations in Figure 12) and s 7! va 7! vb 7! tb, i.e.,proess q sets bit AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ to one at state va and later at vb during the exeution of R. Observefrom Figures 11 and 12 that proess q sets a bit in flag to one only during the exeution of Rsan. Inpartiular, bit AK [i℄:f lag[n℄ is set to one only after q exeutes a Rsan(n� 1;K; i; suess) operationR0 that sets suess to true. By the state sequene outlined earlier, proess q must have exeuted R037



between the states va and vb during the exeution of R. Note that hoosing-set(R0) � hoosing-set(R)but hoosing-set(R0) 6= hoosing-set(R), sine q 2 hoosing-set(R) n hoosing-set(R0). Consequentlyjhoosing-set(R0)j � n�3. Applying the indution hypothesis on R0, we onlude that all proesses inative(K) n hoosing-set(R0) made distint hoies prior to R0. Sine hoosing-set(R0) � hoosing-set(R), all proesses in ative(K) n hoosing-set(R) also made distint hoies prior to R0. Sine theseproesses do not make any fresh hoies during R and membership in ative(K) is stable, proessesin ative(K) must have made distint hoies prior to R as well. This proves the proposition. 2Proposition 7 Let xN be the value of x � N that minimizes EN (x) = x=pN (x). Then1. limN!1 xN = 12N2,2. limN!1EN (xN )=xN = e where e = 2:718:: is the base of the natural logarithm.Proof Let EN (x) = x=pN (x). Note that pN (x) an be written in the formpN (x) = N�1Yi=1 (1� ix) :Let sN (x) = N�1Xi=1 ix� i :Then p0N (x) = 1xpN (x)sN (x). Setting E0N (x) = 0, we �nd that the ritial values of EN are solution ofpN (x)� xp0N (x) = 0:Sine x � N , this fores sN (x)� 1 = 0: (4)The following lemma gives the behavior of sN (x) for x = N2 for some onstant  � 1=2.Lemma 8 Given � > 0, there exists N0 suh that for N � N0, jsN (N2)� 12 j < �2 :ProofjsN (N2)� 12 j = ����� N�1Xi=1 ( iN2 � i � 12(N � 1)) ������ dN�12 eXi=1 ���� iN2 � i + N � iN2 � (N � i) � 1(N � 1) ����� N2 max1�i�N2 ���� iN2 � i + N � in2 � (N � i) � 1(N � 1) ����= max1�i�N2 ����� (2 � )N4 + 2iN3 + ((1� 2)i� 2i2)N2 + (2� 1)i2N2(N � 1)(N2 � i)(N2 �N + i) ����� (5)Sine the numerator in (5) is a quarti in N whereas the denominator is a quinti, it follows thatfor some positive onstant C0, we havejsN (N2)� 12 j � C0N :This proves the lemma. 238



It follows that the asymptoti solution xN to (4) is xN = 12N2. Therefore part 1 of Proposition 7holds. Part 2 of Proposition 7 is a onsequene of the following lemma:Lemma 9 limN!1 pN (N2) = e� 12 :Proof This is a onsequene of the inequalitiesZ N1 log(1� tN2 ) dt � log( pN (N2) ) � Z N�10 log(1� tN2 ) dtand the fat that eah integral above onverges to � 12 . We omit the details. 2The seond part of Proposition 7 now follows from Lemma 9 by taking  = 12 . 2Proposition 81. Starting from any state in whih jative(K)j = K, a state in whih jsuessful(K)j > 0 isreahed within O(K � TI(K) + Æ(K)pK )expeted number of rounds.2. Starting from any state in whih p 2 ative(K) ^ jSUCCESSFULj = L, a state in whihp 2 SUCCESSFUL _ (p 2 ative(N � L� 1) ^ jSUCCESSFULj > L )is reahed within O(Æ(N � L)pN�L + (N � L)TI(N � L) + KXi=N�L(1 + Æ(i)))expeted number of rounds.ProofProof of part 1Part 1 of the proposition gives the expeted number of rounds required for Theorem 3. We �rst on-sider the expeted number of rounds required for Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and Proposition 3, whih areused in the proof of Theorem 3.(No. of rounds for Lemma 3):We need to ount the number of rounds required to guarantee that eah proess p makes a freshhoie on eah row AK [i℄ of array AK . From the ode in Figure 3, this quantity is given by Æ(K).(No. of rounds for Lemma 4):We ount the number of rounds required to guarantee that the number of useful omparisons in-reases. From the proof of Lemma 4, this is the time required to omplete a single iteration of theouter repeat loop of Toss in Figure 3, whih is again Æ(K).(No. of rounds for Proposition 3): 39



We ount the number of rounds between suessive useful omparison of freshly piked values byeah proess belonging to ative(K). On aount of the bounds for Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, therequired number of rounds is 2 � Æ(K) = O(Æ(K)).Now we an prove part 1 of Proposition 8. Within K � TI(K) rounds proesses omplete theinitialization of array AK and within another Æ(K) rounds omp-init(K) holds. Now, we applyProposition 3 to get the sequene of useful sans Sj ; j � 0. Then the expeted number of additionalrounds whih guarantees that a proess sueeds on array AK isO(Xm�1 pK(1� pK)m �m � Æ(K)) = O(1� pKpK Æ(K)) = O( Æ(K)pK ) :Therefore, the expeted number of rounds required from a state at whih jative(K)j = K to a stateat whih jsuessful(K)j > 0 isO(Æ(K) +K � TI(K) + Æ(K)pK ) = O(K � TI(K) + Æ(K)pK ):Proof of part 2Part 2 of the proposition gives the expeted number of rounds required for Proposition 4. We �rst on-sider the expeted number of rounds required for Lemma 7, whih is used in the proof of Proposition 4.(No. of rounds for Lemma 7):SineK > N�jSUCCESSFULj, proess p will �nd ountp < K within the time taken by suessfulproesses to opy their hoies on to B arrays and the time taken by proess p to detet this fat.This implies that Lemma 7 holds within 1 + Æ(K) rounds.Now we an prove part 2 of the proposition. Examining the proof of Proposition 4, the expetednumber of rounds to reah state t from state s is based on Lemma 7 and is given byO( KXi=N�L+1(1 + Æ(i))) :The expeted number of rounds required for state u to hold from state t is also the above measure.Therefore, state u is reahed from state s within the above number of rounds. If the �rst or theseond disjunt of the proof holds, then by Lemma 7, the desired property holds within an additional1 + Æ(N � L) rounds. If the last disjunt holds, then on aount of Theorem 3, some proess belongsto suessful(N � L) within O(Æ(N � L)pN�L + (N � L)TI(N � L))number of rounds. Subsequently, by Lemma 7, the desired property holds within an additional 1 +Æ(N �L) rounds. Considering all three ases, the total expeted number of rounds for the onlusionof Proposition 4 to hold is no more thanO(Æ(N � L)pN�L + (N � L)TI(N � L) + KXi=N�L(1 + Æ(i))) : 240


